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ABSTRACT
Data grid services have been used to deal with the increasing needs of applications in terms of data
volume and throughput. The large scale, heterogeneity and dynamism of grid environments often make
management and tuning of these data services very complex. Furthermore, current high-performance
I/O approaches are characterized by their high complexity and specific features that usually require
specialized administrator skills. Autonomic computing can help manage this complexity. The present
paper describes an autonomic subsystem intended to provide self-management features aimed at
efficiently reducing the I/O problem in a grid environment, thereby enhancing the quality of service (QoS)
of data access and storage services in the grid.
Our proposal takes into account that data produced in an I/O system is not usually immediately
required. Therefore, performance improvements are related not only to current but also to any future
I/O access, as the actual data access usually occurs later on. Nevertheless, the exact time of the next I/O
operations is unknown. Thus, our approach proposes a long-term prediction designed to forecast the
future workload of grid components. This enables the autonomic subsystem to determine the optimal
data placement to improve both current and future I/O operations.

1. Introduction
Grid-based data infrastructures have been used in the last
decades to address the increasing needs of applications in terms of
data volume and throughput. Data grids have been defined as a set
of storage resources and data retrieval elements, which allow applications to access data through specific software mechanisms [ 1 ].
The usual manner of providing this functionality is through the creation of data access and storage services. Nevertheless, the use of
a grid infrastructure poses an increasing challenge to the efficient
management of these data services. This increased complexity may
have an impact on the QoS. To date, there is no simple and efficient
way of accessing data resources whilst safeguarding a committed
QoS level. Ross et al. [2] identified several challenges for I/O systems emphasizing the need to increase the manageability of I/O
systems due to their high complexity. Autonomic computing [3]
can offer self-management features to I/O systems, which constitutes an important step forward in the I/O field. This approach is
commonly known as autonomic storage.

Autonomic storage can improve I/O performance and QoS,
especially when accessing large volumes of data such as that stored
in data grids. Our proposal, called Grid-based Autonomic Storage
(GAS), combines concepts from autonomic computing and I/O for
the creation of an autonomic subsystem intended to provide selfmanagement features to a data grid. This autonomic subsystem
can predict the future performance of the grid components which
can vary due to dynamic changes in the grid infrastructure. Based
on the prediction, the target resources for data placement can be
selected. This contributes to improving the QoS of data access and
storage services in the grid.
The rest of this document is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the overview of GAS. Section 3 shows the internal
structure of GAS. Section 4 shows our monitoring subsystem aimed
at obtaining data that will be used in the following stages. Section 5
deals with all the aspects related to data analysis and scheduling.
Section 6 describes a sample scenario where GAS is applied and
shows the evaluation of our proposal. Section 7 shows several
studies related to our proposal. Finally, Section 8 analyzes the
conclusions and describes any open issues.
2. Proposal: providing grid autonomic storage
Although grid computing enables creating infrastructures to
address grand challenge problems, its own characteristics imply
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Fig. 1. GAS architecture.

a highly complex distributed system. Dealing with this complexity
is a top priority in term of efficiently managing the system.
Obtaining proper information about the system is the first step
for its management. Since grid systems are focused on services,
monitoring mechanisms should provide relevant information,
i.e. information relating to the overall service rather than the
internal composition of each specific element. Thus, there is a
case for efficiently adjusting distributed monitoring techniques
to highly complex infrastructures. The solution presented in this
paper is data aggregation, i.e. monitoring each storage resource as
a single entity even if it is composed of several nodes.
Selecting the appropriate data resources to provide a high QoS
is another challenging area of grid storage management. The QoS
for data accesses is normally more related to the read operation
behavior, since data is usually read more times than it is written [2].
As data is not usually required immediately after having been
generated, enhancing the overall QoS requires improving the
later read accesses instead of current write accesses. Thus, data
placement should be chosen depending not only on current
behavior of the storage elements but also considering predictions
about their future operation. Predictions must be made in the long
term as the exact time of future I/O operations is unknown.
This idea, based on monitoring and decision-making, is closely
related to the way most autonomic computing applications work.
Autonomic computing solutions are based on monitoring managed resources and analyzing retrieved data. After this analysis, they plan and execute the best actions according to the data
analyzed and the policies defined. The whole process follows a
MAPE (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute) processing loop [4]. GAS
is defined in the same way, following the principles of autonomic computing. GAS is also composed of four phases, whose
main responsibility is providing autonomic self-management features. These four phases of GAS, following the MAPE loop, are
(i) System Monitoring (Monitor), responsible for collecting
monitoring data (ii) System Analysis and Prediction (Analyze), responsible for analyzing the monitoring data and constructing a prediction model for the storage elements, (iii) Decision Making (Plan),
responsible for deciding the data placement and actions to be carried out and (iv) Request Execution (Execute), responsible for interpreting the decisions made and accessing suitable elements.
Our proposal presents a formal study of all the tasks required
to provide autonomic features, reduce management complexity
and improve data access QoS: self-managing capabilities, longterm prediction and decision-making. As a result, the proposed

GAS system incorporates self-management and self-optimizing
capabilities. On the one hand, GAS allows the system to adapt its
behavior in the face of environment changes, making appropriate
decisions according to the expected behavior. These decisions are
intended to improve both current and later I/O operations. On the
other hand, GAS adjusts its own internal parameters to improve its
operation and future decision making.
3. GAS architecture
In a generic grid scenario, brokering is a useful technique to determine the extent to which the user requirements are met and
how efficiently the underlying resources are being used. The broker not only performs the decision-making but is also essential for
managing these systems. In this sense, GAS has been conceived as a
brokering-based solution and can therefore be used with minor changes in conjunction with any data access service, such as
Storage Resource Manager (SRM) [5], Grid Datafarm (Gfarm) [6],
MAPFS-Grid [7], etc. designed to provide self-management features to the system.
Furthermore, the broker can act as a provider of autonomic
features. To create an autonomic broker, the GAS architecture
covers the following functionalities:
1. Monitoring grid resources.
2. Predicting the future state of the storage elements, according to
the data monitored.
3. Decision-making about suitable data placement to ensure a
high QoS data access.
4. Decision-making about the adjustment of GAS internal parameters.
Fig. 1 shows the GAS architecture. The storage elements can be
clusters of workstations, standalone servers with attached disks
or storage-based systems, e.g. a Network Attached Storage (NAS).
The architecture is divided into two main components: the first is
related to the monitoring phase and the second concerned with
the Analyze and Plan phases. The following sections describe both
components in detail.
4. Monitor
GAS needs a powerful monitoring tool which provides the required state information, without affecting the QoS of the system.
To provide the required information, we have developed GMonE
(Grid Monitoring Environment). Although we have implemented

GMonE as a part of GAS, it is a standalone tool that can run and
work independently on any computing environment. GMonE is
a set of MDS-compliant services (Monitoring and Discovery Service) [8] designed to work together. GMonE provides efficient access to information, in terms of both response times and data size.
It coordinates monitored information from the whole grid, providing a unified interface for information management and queries.
It also performs statistical aggregation and pre-processing of the
monitored data.
GMonE components are spread throughout the entire infrastructure, monitoring each resource. These components have been
designed to cooperate in order to obtain and manage the monitored data, performing four basic tasks (see Fig. 1).
First, the raw monitored data is obtained using a service called
MonitorAccess. The aim of this service is to provide an efficient
way to access monitored information from each grid resource,
performing statistical pre-processing of the data. MonitorAccess
provides an abstraction layer to access all resource-monitored
information from the same interface.
Second, the monitored data is aggregated. Grid systems are
composed of different and heterogeneous resources. Clusters stand
out among them because of their good relation in terms of power
vs. cost. Since most grid resources are clusters, abstracting each
cluster by aggregating data as a single entity helps understand
the system more easily. In spite of its complexity, it is possible
to consider a cluster as a virtual element defined on the basis of
monitored data from every node. Using MonitorAccess it is possible
to monitor different Pj, parameters of each nodej of cluster i. Each
parameter is grouped to obtain a representative value of the whole
cluster, using different methods depending on each parameter.
Examples of these methods are arithmetic functions of all the
node values (e.g. the average value), pessimistic or optimistic
case (e.g. taking the worst or best measurement of all nodes),
individual evaluation function of a single parameter, evaluation
function including all the parameters (Pj,, Qy,...), etc. By means
of this aggregation, all grid elements can be compared regardless
of whether they are clusters or not.
Third, the monitored data is gathered and managed. The
GMonEDB service is in charge of gathering and managing the
monitored information, once this has been obtained. This means
collecting the monitored information from each element and
storing it in its own database.
Fourth, the post-processed monitored data is made available
to the autonomic system. The GMonEAccess service provides
a common interface to query monitored data and manage the
GMonE system.

of grouping the monitored data. However, it is important to
determine the number of clusters. This is not known a priori and,
in fact, there might not be a unique answer as to what value
it could take. Each method to determine the number of clusters
has its own limitations, i.e. there is no definitive method for
determining the number of clusters [10]. Since the number of
states must be automatically determined according to monitored
values, Hartigan's rule [11] is used, due to its simplicity and good
results.
5.2. Prediction
A priori and on-line models provide different approaches to
address the prediction task. A priori models perform an in-depth
analysis of the past system behavior in order to forecast its future
operation. However, this is based on the assumption that the
system will not change its usual behavior. Long-term predictions
can be made based on this assumption. Unlike a priori models,
on-line models are capable of detecting the system changes in the
short term. That is, they can adapt themselves to drastic changes in
the system behavior due to the fact that they give more importance
to current data.
Since GAS provides an autonomic system that can adapt itself to
system changes, it should tackle the problem following an on-line
model approach. However, the specific moment when a grid user
makes a data request is unknown. Therefore, GAS must improve
future I/O requests as a whole instead of concentrating on a given
moment. Thus, in order to improve not just current operations
but also future ones, long-term prediction is useful. This kind of
prediction can be made by means of a priori models. Among the a
priori models analyzed, Markov chains [12] can be used to predict
how every parameter of each grid element usually behaves in the
future. Nevertheless, the usual Markov chain approach does not
meet the needs of dealing with short-term changes. In order to
provide a trade-off solution, we have built an enhanced Markov
chain approach (see Section 5.2.2), which includes on-line model
functionalities.

5.2.2. Prediction calculation
The size, complexity, heterogeneity, and constant variability of
the system require the creation and solution of several Markov
chains, one for each storage element. Predicting a single grid
resource performance requires comprehensive knowledge of its
past behavior. GMonE is used to obtain all the monitored data
required. GAS then obtains basic knowledge about the monitored
data by means of the data analysis phase shown above to discover
relations between data. This stage defines a set of states describing
the expected grid element behavior. These states are dynamically
5. Analyze and plan
defined, making it possible to self-adapt to the problem. Although
After the monitoring stage, GAS (i) analyzes the obtained data, it might be easier to use pre-defined and static states - since they
(ii) creates a prediction model and (iii) makes decisions about the can be defined before obtaining the data -, this would restrict
the knowledge about the evolution of the grid elements, therefore
target storage elements, in order to enhance the QpS of current and
reducing the system's self-management capabilities. Through this
later data accesses.
data analysis phase it is possible to predict the reachable states
5.1. Data analysis
and the probability of reaching them. These states can be used
to define a typical Markov chain. Modeling the system in this
Due to the high number of different resources present in a grid,
way enables making long term predictions due to the stationary
the volume of monitoring information generated can be enormous.
probability properties. These stationary probabilities can be used
Data mining techniques can be used to identify behavior patterns.
for the decision-making phase.
Since the number of data items is high, it is advisable to group or
Markov chains represent a system whose state changes over
cluster them in different categories or states, defined by certain
time and which can be represented as a transition matrix.
parameters.
The matrix obtained from a regular chain does not facilitate
For this task the fc-means algorithm [9] was selected, due
solving the system. However, it can be turned into a system
1
to its simplicity and fast execution. K-means provides a way
of equations, which can be easily solved. Among the solving
methods available, direct methods have been ruled out due to
response-time restrictions. In this case GAS uses approximative
1
methods. The selected algorithm is the Successive OverRelaxation
The system is intended to provide a fast response. Thus, the whole approach is
(SOR) [13] which offers performance improvements over the
based on methods with low computational cost.

traditional Gauss-Seidel algorithm [14]. The matrix and a vector
of independent components are introduced in the SOR algorithm
to obtain the probability of each state in the long term. As an
initial hypothesis, a vector is defined based on historical data
- which is calculated at the time of defining the states - to
represent the probability of a certain state. This approach offers
some advantages over the usual equiprobability vector, namely
that it takes into account the significant influence of past behavior
on future operation.
As the system is regulated by external factors, transition
probabilities are extracted by studying the system behavior using
the GMonE tool. To do this, GAS requests from GMonE a monitored
parameter value for each time window. These requests generate
a time series. Defining the limit values of each state, the time
series is scanned counting transitions from each state to all others.
This allows the transition matrix to be directly obtained from the
data returned by GMonE. When the transition-counting phase is
completed, it is necessary to normalize the resulting matrix. As
each matrix element represents a probability, its value must be
in the rank [0, 1] and the sum of the row values must be equal
to one. Normalization can be performed using Laplace's correction
formula to obtain a confidence probability value:

• A historical Markov chain Pr". This historical chain aggregates
all the historical data from the beginning of the execution up
until the time iT.
The chain Pr"_x can be evolved by using a new Markov chain
corresponding to the last time interval Pr] .Pr] is the Markov chain
in each step of the evolution.
Prl = Pr\
Pr"2 = Pr"x • Pr]
PrH =pr»_l.

pr].

At any time in this process, it is possible to evolve the historical
chain to obtain the stationary probability for a certain state in the
long term, as described in Section 5.2.1. To do this, the period T
must be constant and the states must not change in all Pr] in order
to allow the historical Markov chain to evolve properly. Finally,
the stationary Markov chain can be calculated from the historical
chain P" taking into account that its states are dynamically defined
once, when this matrix is created from Pr\. This allows taking into
account all the monitored data from the beginning of the system
run. This way of evolving the historical chain allows GAS to adapt
Favorable cases + X<
itself to gradual changes in the system behavior. In this sense, the
Pi =
^
(D
predictions are slightly modified as new data is collected enabling
Total cases + ^ Xt
to
gradually change their meaning in several steps. Nevertheless,
i=l
drastic changes in the system can abruptly modify this prediction.
where n is the number of classes and Xt is the priority for class i.
When a drastic change occurs in the system, the values of the
In this case, it is set to 1. Eq. (1) is applied to each matrix element
monitored data are modified, causing the new acquired data not
where the number of total cases is the sum of all values of the row to fit with the states defined in the historical matrix. This causes
and favorable cases is the element value. Thus it is possible to obtain empty states or states without transitions that indicate that the
the transition matrix for each parameter and grid element. The
matrix does not comply with the regularity property. This case
computational overhead of this matrix calculation is very small, as
makes the calculation of the stationary probabilities difficult (and
will be shown in Section 6.1. However, if it were only calculated
sometimes impossible).
once, there would be a single prediction about the further behavior
Determining whether the matrix is regular or not can be
of each grid element. Therefore, as new monitored data can vary
reduced to determining whether all the states can be reached
the expected future state, the predictions need to be reconsidered
from any other state. This problem can be addressed using graph
when new data is acquired. The next section explains our approach
theory determining if the graph created according to the relations
in solving this problem.
between the states is strongly connected. Kosaraju's algorithm
calculates the strongly connected components of a graph using
5.2.2. Adaptation to new data (historical Markov chain approach) two Depth-First Searches [15]. If there is only a single strongly
Regarding on-line models, it is important to take into account
connected component the matrix represented by this graph is
that new data can vary the expected future system behavior.
regular. If the matrix is not regular, it means that the new data,
Thus, it is necessary to analyze the past system operation every
collected after defining the states, does not fit with the known
time new data is acquired. There are several ways to incorporate
states. This is caused by a drastic change in the system. In this case
new behavior-related data in the prediction phase. GAS could
new states have to be dynamically defined according to the last
perform a new prediction for each client write request. This would
monitored values so as to calculate a new historical chain.
create several Markov chains over time, one for each request.
Nevertheless, this alternative raises some problems. First, it could
5.2.3. Interpretation of results
cause an overload of the autonomic system and therefore a
Once the historical chain Pr" of each parameter in each storage
decrease in the perceived QpS from the client point of view. Second,
element has been evolved, the stationary probability of remaining
the monitored data time parameter which needs to be taken into
in each of the defined states in the long term is obtained. Since
account in the prediction is highly significant, since it represents
each grid element can have a different representative pattern,
the total time of the past behavior being analyzed. This means
different states can be created for each of them. The states are not
the rest of the time is not considered in the study. Thus, other
comparable, making the decision process difficult. To overcome
alternatives have been analyzed where data is gathered since the
this problem a single value is obtained for each parameter and
beginning of the system execution and the monitored data time
grid resource that represents an aggregation of the probabilities
parameter can be neglected.
obtained in each state for the parameter in question. The problem
Our proposal is based on the idea of gathering data until a
is approached as a piecewise defined function that indicates the
drastic change occurs in the system. Instead of performing a
probability of the possible values of the parameter studied. The
prediction for each client request, the predictions are made at
centroid or center ofgravity g is the most common method to obtain
certain times and different Markov chains are required:
a single value that represents the whole function:
• A Markov chain Pr] that represents only a time interval [(i —
n
1)7", iT]. Each period T a new Markov chain is calculated with all
monitoring values corresponding to this period. The predictions
performed correspond to the time interval when they have been
calculated.
i=

where xt are equidistant points which cover the whole range
of values where the function is not 0. The separation between
these points can be adjusted according to the precision needed
in the result. This single numerical value represents the observed
parameter in the long term. This result is consistent with the
expected probabilities of remaining in each state and it is possible
to make decisions by comparing with the values obtained for the
same parameter in every storage element.
5.2.4. Influence of the monitoring data period
The monitoring data period Dp refers to the time interval used
by GAS to request a parameter P from GMonE. This parameter,
monitored in a specific resource s, determines the data set used
in the prediction phase. If Dp is too high, the system changes
occurring during this period are not visible resulting in a loss
of precision. A reduction of the monitoring data period allows
more detailed tracking of the system changes but also requires
a higher amount of monitoring data from GMonE, causing a
performance decrease when a prediction is performed. Thus,
careful adjustment of this parameter allows the system to better
adapt itself to environment changes avoiding overheads in the
prediction algorithm. The system adjusts Dp autonomically, finding
a trade-off between the size of Dp and the overhead caused. In
order to automatically select a suitable value, it is possible to
compare results obtained in the prediction phase for different
values of Dp.
As the initial aim is the reduction of Dp to enhance operation,
a prediction is carried out with a smaller value than the current
Dp (the minimum size of this value is the monitoring period). Its
result then is compared with the result previously obtained for the
same parameter and grid resource. If the results differ,2it means
that system changes are not properly recognized and therefore it
is necessary to reduce the monitoring data period, even though
this involves an overhead. The initial monitoring data period used
is 5 min because it is considered relevant enough, although it
is adjusted depending on the data supplied. If both predictions
are similar, reducing the number of observations does not obtain
higher accuracy. In this case, a new prediction is carried out with
a larger Dp to know if it is possible to reduce the amount of data
without losing accuracy (the maximum size of Dp is a fraction of the
prediction period T). If results are similar to the current prediction,
then both predictions are similar and it is possible to increase
the size of the monitoring data period in order to work with
fewer observations. The amount by which to reduce or increase
the monitoring data period is a fraction of the difference between
the maximum and minimum period. Since this proportion is not
a multiple of the current monitoring data period, periodic system
changes can be discovered.

5.3.2. Decision-making for read requests
This type of requests requires reading a file. File data can be
replicated into the system to provide fault tolerance capabilities.
The replication involves the broker selecting the replica of each file
part that currently offers the highest quality access.
The basic discovery of file data in GAS is carried out by means of
MDS. Important information is then extracted from the meta-data
stored in its corresponding WS-resource properties, which allows
GAS to analyze the completeness of all the data that makes up
the whole file. If the file is complete, GAS decides which replicas
provide the most efficient access to the requested file. In order
to make this decision, the transfer time Tr of each replica r is
calculated. Tr takes into account both the latency Latcs and the data
transfer rate TRCS. The data transfer rate TRCS is calculated for the
data size DSr. DSr corresponds to the size of the replica and is the
same in each data service resource that contains a replica of this
information. This information is included in the meta-data since
it is useful to know the file size to book space. Since this article
is concerned with distributed storage, it is worth noting that both
the I/O and network bandwidths are limiting factors. Thus, TRCS is
obtained as the minimum between the internal read bandwidth,
IRS, of the storage element and the network bandwidth Ecs between
the client and the storage element. Both parameters IRS and Ecs are
obtained by means of GMonE. If GMonE does not provide a value
Ecs (traffic between client c and element s may not yet have been
observed by the monitoring system) oo is taken as the value, which
turns Ecs into a non-limiting factor. Normally IRS will be higher
than Ecs. By setting Ecs to oo, the system will select those replicas
stored in the resources not previously accessed by the client. As this
access implies a connection, in later accesses other replicas will be
selected, namely those that are stored in resources which the client
has never previously connected to. Though this does not improve
the data operations in the short term, it does, however, increase
the number of connections between the client and new elements
thus obtaining more knowledge. This knowledge will enhance the
QoS later on.
To calculate the transfer time the number of messages sent
between the storage element and the client has to be taken into
account. Not all the data blocks are sent in the same message if the
transfer is carried out slice by slice. The block size of the slice is a
key factor that indicates the number of messages. As in the case of
DSr, the block size BSsr - which is calculated during file creation to
optimize I/O access (as explained in Section 5.3.2) - is stored in the
meta-data. To calculate the number of sent messages MST'C, the data
size of the replica DSr and the size of the slice of the same BSsr must
be considered in the following way:

5.3. Decision-making
Decision-making means selecting the most suitable storage
elements to deal with client requests. Whereas future behavior
prediction is made at certain intervals, decision-making is carried
out when a client requests an I/O operation from the system.
Different methods have to be applied depending on the kind of
I/O operation. Depending on the specific data access service used
the degree of development of each of these methods is different.
The reason is that each grid I/O system uses a different data access
mode. To give a comprehensive overview of the decision-making
involved, the most difficult process is shown in terms of the use of
data parallelism and the replication of the most used parts of each
file instead of whole files.

^ The degree of similarity indicates the adjustment between Dp and the overhead
caused. A similarity of 5% is considered sufficient to prevent loss of accuracy.

The number of messages has an impact on the I/O operation
latency {Latcs), since it increases the time spent to establish the
communication. Latcs is provided by GMonE. If there is no value
for Latcs, the client has never connected to this element. In this
case, 0 is taken as the value, which implies a higher probability of
selecting the non-connected resources. Finally, the transfer time is
expressed as:
rr^ = ( L < x M r ^ ) + ( ^ ! ) .

(3)

Once all the transfer times of each replica have been calculated,
GAS chooses the replica with the shortest VT>C time to read this part
of the file. It then provides the client with a list of the data services
used to store the selected replicas including their appropriate block
size BSsr. This allows the client to find and efficiently access all the
parts of the file in a parallel way using BSsr as block size.

5.3.2. Decision-making for file creating requests
These requests require creating a new file of a certain size. GAS
must not only determine the currently suitable data locations to
create and write the data with their indicated size, but it must also
estimate the appropriate storage elements in order to perform later
I/O operations. This estimate is made by means of the prediction
phase shown before.
The decision-making to obtain a suitable trade-off between
improving current and later operation is a very complex process.
When a huge amount of elements are working together, each
element can have a different representative pattern. Section 5.2.3
explained how the results obtained from the prediction phase
can be interpreted and concentrated in a single value. This value
represents a parameter observed in a storage element in the long
term.
Since several parameters can be taken into account, it is
necessary to determine a goodness value Xs for every storage
resource s. This value concentrates all the parameters in an
aggregated value representing current and later behavior of
the storage resource. To model this problem, the goodness is
calculated from the different behavior of each storage element.
The influence of every parameter on the goodness is weighted
according to its importance. Since these weights constitute a
key factor, the system itself should automatically decide these
values following high-level policies. This can be defined as an
optimization problem between all the parameters affecting the
system, thereby maximizing the goodness of the storage elements
to ultimately simplify decision-making.
The parameters to be considered in the decision-making
process must be related with the monitoring of the I/O system
phase in a data grid. The transfer rate for read TRRCS and write TRWCS
operations and the latency Latcs stand out as parameters defined by
both the client c and the storage element s. Parameters that are
related with the behavior of each storage element s include the
percentage of available storage capacity CPS, the workload WLS and
the number of simultaneous I/O requests Rs.3 Furthermore, since
the QoS should not only be related to current but also later data
accesses, the prediction of parameters must be taken into account
in the calculation of the goodness. The parameters that have an
influence on later accesses are those related withread accesses and
the behavior of the resource, such as TRRCS, Rs, WLS and CPS,A and
thus they have to be predicted following the method explained in
Section 5.2. The importance of every monitoring parameter in the
goodness calculation can be established by means of a weight W,
which allows GAS to decide which parameters have more influence
during decision-making.
Xs = WTRR x fRRj + W W x TRWCS + WCP x CPS
+ WWLxWLs

+ WR*Rs + WLatxLatcs.

(4)

Eq. (4) shows the goodness of each grid element. Since each
parameter has its own units, their values are standardized before
adding. WP represents the importance weighting assigned to each
parameter P. As the aim is to obtain the values of WP that yield
the best decision-making process, the decision will be easier if
the goodness of every storage element is the highest. Thus, the
objective function should represent the calculation of the weights
WP], Wp2,..., WPn that obtain a goodnessXs for each element s as
long as there are no other weights W'p ,..., Wp whose goodness
assigned to a resource X's is higher than the one calculated with
the previous weightsX s . However, this problem is NP-complete. To

Note that any other parameters can easily be included in the model.
The symbol P stands for the predicted value of parameter P.

avoid this, the joint system goodness can be optimized instead of
the goodness of each element. In this sense the objective function
is:
max(X 1 +X 2 + - - - + X n ) .

(5)

The relations between these weights must be defined through
high-level policies. The policies indicate which parameters are
more important for the definition of the QoS and they can
be expressed by means of constraints on the relation between
weights. Since policies are intended to improve the I/O phase so as
to enhance data-intensive applications, the following restrictions
have been defined based on expert knowledge in the I/O field5:
1. The transfer rate of read operations has a higher priority than
that of write operations because the aim is to improve the QoS
of later read accesses, i.e. WTRW < WTRR.
2. Due to the great volume of data to store, the transfer rate for
write operations is more important than the workload in the
storage element, i.e. WWL < WTRW.
3. Since the problem is focused on storage in a distributed
environment, latency is a key factor. Therefore, its weight has
to have more priority than the processing capacity, i.e. WWL
< WLat.
4. It is important not to saturate the storage capacity of the few
grid elements which have the best characteristics, since data
should be distributed between all the resources. Therefore, the
free capacity percentage is more important than the number
of expected simultaneous connections and the current transfer
rate for write operations, i.e. WTRW < WCp; WR < WCp.
This problem is solved by means of linear programming, namely
the Simplex method [16], since all the constraints shown and the
objective function are linear. The problem is solvable since there is
a basic solution available, i.e. Vi e [1, n], WPj = 1/n.
The dynamic calculation of weights allows GAS to assess the
goodness of each element in order to automatically make a
decision about where to place the data when creating a new file.
To take full advantage of the available client network bandwidth
BWC a sufficient number of elements are selected. This involves
analyzing the transfer rate TRCS that each element provides to the
client. This analysis is performed by order of goodness and includes
checking that the sum of the transfer rates of the previously
selected elements is less than BWC, to prevent the client being
saturated.
Data distribution and block size. The way to access data services has
a clear influence on the QoS. Data is usually accessed by means of
slices. Thus, the size of the slice sent to each storage element affects
the QoS obtained. In view of the importance of this parameter, GAS
calculates a suitable block size BS.
Chen and Paterson [17] indicate the block size that maximizes
the performance in a striped disk array. Disk arrays can be regarded
as a previous step to the proposed storage element arrays. Their
proposal consists in balancing the benefit and the cost of the
operation. The benefit is the transfer time of a single request,
and the cost is the time spent until data actually starts being
accessed. For disk arrays, the benefit can be expressed as the
slice size divided by the transfer rate of the disk, and the cost is
its positioning time. In a data grid, where disks are replaced by
storage resources distributed over WAN, the benefit and cost are
represented by different parameters. These parameters must take
into account the operation of the network instead of the disk, since
the network establishes the communication between the client
and the data. Following the previous idea, the benefit would be the
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These policies are adapted to large amounts of data. For smaller volumes the
constraints need to be changed accordingly.

block size divided by the transfer rate of the connection and the
cost would be its associated latency. Thus, a suitable block size to
optimize the access between a storage elements and a client c can
be expressed as:

6. Evaluation

In order to evaluate GAS, some non-idle storage elements
distributed on the Internet have been used to build a simple but
complete grid testbed. The storage elements are distributed over
BSCS = Z x Latcs x TRCS
(6) Spain and run the GridFTP version of the MAPFS-Grid service [7] for
parallel file storage, called MAPFS-DSI. Both the storage elements
where Z is the zero-knowledge coefficient, that is, if no information
and the client, are connected via the Spanish scientific wide area
about the workload is known. Chen and Patterson demonstrate
network, called RedlRIS. The resources are heterogeneous and
that Z is roughly | . Since (6) is based on the Chen and Paterson
belong to different sites with different administrators and security
formula developed for homogeneous disk arrays, this slice size can
policies:
be used when a single storage element is accessed to obtain data.
If parallelism between heterogeneous networks and elements is
• Universidad Politecnica de Madrid: its resources are three
used, it is possible to asynchronously send the suitable block
clusters, UPM 1, UPM 2 and UPM 3, located in Madrid, Spain.
size BSCS to each resource. The block size of each element is
UPM 1 has 8 Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz nodes with 1 GB of RAM
obtained independently by means of (6). In this sense, faster
memory, their hard disks providing approx. 30 MB/s each. UPM
storage elements receive more blocks according to their transfer
2 has 8 Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz nodes with 2 GB of RAM memory,
rate. This makes reconstructing and recovering the file difficult.
their
hard disks providing approx. 50 MB/s each. UPM 3 has 2
In fact, any grid element must inform GAS6 about the file parts
Intel Pentium IV 3.20 GHz nodes with 512 MB of RAM memory,
it contains by publishing each file block through MDS using its
their hard disks providing approx. 30 MB/s each.
corresponding WS-resource. The size of a file block in each storage
•
Universidad Reyjuan Carlos: the URJC node is an Intel Pentium
element s is equal to the calculated slice BSCS. The present proposal
IV 2.80 GHz node with 1 GB of RAM memory located in
provides a seamless approach, since parallelism logic does not
Mostoles, Spain.
require waiting for the lowest element.
• Barcelona Supercomputing Centers: the BSC resource is an Intel
Pentium IV 3.0 GHz node with 1 GB of RAM memory located in
Barcelona, Spain.
5.3.3. Decision-making for write requests to an existing file
•
Universidad de Castilla La Mancha: the UCLM cluster is
This kind of requests requires writing a file that is in the file
composed of 8 Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHz nodes with 2 GB of RAM
system. Since file data can be replicated into the system, a write
memory located in Albacete, Spain.
involves selecting the replica of each file part that enhances the
•
Universidad de Murcia: the UM node is an Intel Pentium III
QoS of not only current but also later data accesses. However, since
1.0 GHz node with 384 MB of RAM memory located in Murcia,
replication and file creation aim to optimize later access, decisionSpain.
making for write operations is only concerned with current access.
Therefore, the decision can be made as for read operations.
The GAS broker is running on an Intel Xeon 3.00 GHz node,
To select the most efficient replicas, the storage location of the
with 2 GB of RAM memory. It is located at the computer science
old data must provide sufficient capacity for the new file size.
faculty of the Universidad Politecnica de Madrid. Finally, the client
This is verified during the whole process of selecting a replica
is running on an Intel Core 2 2.13 GHz node with 1 GB of RAM
of each file part. If there is not enough space available to store
memory and network bandwidth limited to 40 MB/s. It is located
the file in the data distribution, decisions need to be made about
at the Operating Systems Group's laboratory of the Universidad
other suitable locations for the new file size in the way explained
Politecnica de Madrid. Fig. 2 shows the grid testbed with the
in Section 5.3.2. The file must then be reconstructed following
topology of the network that interconnects the different grid
the selected new distribution. This task can be performed using
elements. The network bandwidths shown refer to the maximum
selective operations. These operations read data slices of the most
values of their network interfaces, their actual value being lower
effective replicas that belong to the first topology and subsequently
because of third-party network traffic and the internal RedlRIS
write them into the new distribution of storage elements. [18]
topology. Furthermore, in order to understand the results it is
shows the file reconstruction stage by using selective operations
important to emphasize that the whole set of grid elements used
in cluster environments. In a grid these operations are applied
in the testbed are shared by other local users.
analogously, as this alternative is more efficient than brute force.
If there is enough space, GAS decides which replicas provide the
6.1. Evaluation of the prediction model
most efficient write access. The transfer time is the key factor in
selecting the best replicas (see (3)). Nevertheless, the data transfer
This section analyzes the time required to make predictions, the
rate TRCS for sending from the client c to each storage element s weight of selected algorithms in the workload and the evaluation
is different, since parameters affecting write operations must be
of the predictions.
considered. In this case, the data transfer rate is obtained as the
Several predictions have been made by GAS to evaluate the
minimum between the internal I/O bandwidth of writing IWS in
complete prediction time. Every period T, a new prediction is made
c
each site and the network bandwidth E s between the client and for each storage element and parameter required in the decisionthe storage resource.
making. Since the system is designed to work in the long term
When a write is performed on the replica that provides the most
and the aim is not to overload the system, 1 day is considered
efficient write access, the non-selected replicas must be marked
an acceptable minimum value of T. The average prediction time
as obsolete because their data is not updated. The consistency
for each grid element and parameter is then analyzed. It takes
problems derived from this data update can be solved by using a
approximately 20 ms to predict every parameter of each resource.
Consistency Service [19] that propagates the update to the other
This low time illustrates the high capacity offered by the proposed
sites.
system: a typical machine can predict the future state of 12.5
resources per second. Furthermore, the possibility of increasing the
period T shows the scalability of the system.
Most of the prediction time is spent on gathering data,
GAS checks if the whole file is in the system obtaining the total number of parts
especially accessing database. Around three quarters of the
in which the file was distributed and checking if all the parts are stored by any
elements.
prediction time (73.68%) is consumed by the database accesses

UCLM

BSC

(b) Network topology.

(a) Geographical location.

Fig. 2. Gridtestbed.

to gather the information required for making predictions. This
indicates the importance of having fast database access. Only
around a quarter (26.32%) is consumed in processing data, defining
the states and making the prediction. The prediction model
designed in this work takes less than 2 ms for each parameter and
storage element.
With the aim of understanding how well the predicted model
works, the prediction of the expected distribution should be
checked against real observations. The chi-square (x2) test can
be used to check this. The x2 statistic calculates a discrepancy
measure between observed values Obs and the values Exp of the
expected distribution. In this test, both states i and expected
frequencies Exp{ of every parameter p of each storage element s
are calculated by means of the data analysis and prediction phases
shown. The predictions were made based on 10 days of historical
data. These predictions are compared with the data set Obst
obtained for each parameter and grid element during the following
20 days (measured every 4 h) classifying each value according to
the states previously calculated. Once the x2 statistic is calculated,
it can be compared to the x2 distribution to determine its goodness
of fit and therefore its confidence level. The confidence level
indicates the probability of the result being correct, i.e. if the
prediction has been correct. In the tests, 57.14% of the predictions
made achieve a statistically meaningful confidence level (higher
than 90%). The parameter for internal I/O bandwidth of reading
(/r) showed the highest probability of a statistically meaningful
confidence level, reaching 71.48%. Regarding the confidence level
of the predictions of the different storage elements, no statistically
meaningful differences were found.
6.2. Evaluating decision-making
In evaluating decision-making attention should be focused
on the time consumed in read/write operations and the time
dedicated to file create operations. These operations consume
much more processing time because they have to calculate the
most efficient data placements to enhance the QoS of later data
accesses.
The decision-making performance of read/write operations
depends on the number of parts into which the file was divided
when it was created and the number of replicas of each part. For
each replica, the broker has to obtain the corresponding current
data by means of GMonE to make the decision. The average time to
request this data is 30 ms per replica. The processing time to select
the appropriate replicas only represents a very low percentage
(13.4%) of this time because of the high cost of database accesses.

The study of file create operations requires a deeper analysis.
For this purpose, the weights of the different stages are examined
step by step: (i) analysis of the active grid resources to obtain their
predictions and the historical information of each of the different
parameters analyzed, (ii) obtaining the objective function and
sorting the storage resources from higher to lower expected QoS of
current and later data accesses according to the predictions and the
high-level policies defined, and (iii) selection of the set of storage
elements required to store the file, taking advantage of most of the
client network bandwidth and calculating a suitable block size to
access each resource. The processing time (200 ms on average) is
mostly spent on the first step (44.5%) because this phase requests
a higher number of data from the monitoring system. Most of this
time (72.25%) is consumed in accessing the database whereas only
a minor percentage (27.75%) is used for processing data. The next
high workload stage (37.8%) is the resource selection and block
size calculation step, since it has to make the decision. Finally, the
objective function calculation is the step that requires the least
workload (17.7%) ensuring the selection of suitable algorithms to
obtain the goodness of each resource.
6.3. Autonomic capabilities
GAS aims at making system management easy by incorporating
autonomic capabilities. The self-management capability is intrinsic
to the GAS operation. Section 5.3.2 analyzes in depth how GAS
configures the importance (WP) of every parameter P in order to
make decisions following high-level policies. Self-optimizing aims
at enhancing the QoS of not only data accesses but also the GAS
itself. The autonomic configuration of the internal parameter data
period (Dsp) allows the system to adapt better to changes in the
environment. Fig. 3 shows the average time taken by the system to
make predictions according to different values of Dp. If GAS detects
a stable behavior for a specific storage element s and parameter
P, it increases Dp achieving faster access to the database and
avoiding overheads in the prediction algorithm. If the behavior is
too variable, GAS reduces Dp to obtain more information about the
resource and the parameter thus adapting itself better to changes.
In this case, prediction results can change around 16% moving
closer to actual resource behavior as Dp is decreased.
6.4. CAS performance and QoS
To measure the GAS influence on the system performance and
the quality of the overall data services provided, a MAPFS-DSI
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Fig. 3. Average time to make predictions regarding the monitoring data period Dp GAS automatically adapts this value in accordance with the behavior of the parameter P
observed in the storage element s.

client application has been used. This application performs read
and write operations on the selected resources in a parallel way.
For comparison purposes, the client and GAS have been configured
in four different working modes during these experiments:
• Random mode: the client randomly selects how many and what
storage resources are used to perform parallel read and write
operations. It uses a 2 MB block size, since results obtained in
previous analyses show that this size is suitable in all tests.
• Best resource mode: the broker selects the best resource for
read and write operations based on static characteristics of grid
elements instead of dynamic workload. In these experiments
UPM 2 was selected as the best resource. The appropriate block
size for effectively accessing the selected resource is calculated
by the broker.
• Decision mode: the broker selects data placements according
to the decision making phase explained in this work. The
prediction phase described in this paper is not performed,
i.e. the broker only uses the current state of each resource.
As in the case of best resource mode, the client obtains the
appropriate block sizes to access every resource.
• Prediction and decision mode: the GAS broker is in charge of
calculating the predictions and the decision-making. The client
obtains the suitable block sizes from the broker.
The last two working modes (decision, and prediction and
decision) contain the main elements of the GAS proposal. They
are the center of this experimental evaluation and represent the
main contribution of this paper. The first two working modes
(random and best resource) represent typical distributed storage
configurations and are included in the study for comparison
purposes. Several experiments have been performed in order to
analyze the QoS of I/O operations according to the client access
mode and the file sizes. These tests consisted in creating and
writing 10 MB, 100 MB and 1 GB files for the purpose of performing
consecutive read operations from the same files every six hours.
For read operations, average and standard deviation bandwidth
values were selected as representative descriptors. Brokering
times were measured in order to study the overhead of the decision
and prediction phases.
Regarding brokering overhead, the experiments performed
show that decision and prediction times are not dependent on
the specific characteristics of each I/O operation. The brokering
overhead is basically constant for all operations, regardless of the
amount of data that is being accessed.
The random and best resource modes do not have any brokering
overhead, since the resource selection is performed by the client
in the first case (simply by selecting random resources) and is
static and performed before the experiments in the latter case. The
other two modes (decision and prediction and decision) present a
very similar constant overhead of around 0.86 s. The prediction
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Fig. 4. Average read bandwidth.

and decision mode presents the higher overhead (0.89 s), which is
not surprising given that it presents the most complex brokering
process. The small difference between this and the decision mode
is explained by the fact that most of the prediction process
(Markov chain calculations, etc.) is performed asynchronously, and
therefore adds no direct overhead to the I/O operations time. The
extra time spent due to the prediction process is insignificant.
Fig. 4 shows the different average read bandwidths of each
client access mode and file size. Regarding small operations
(10 MB), the random mode obtains better results since the file size
is very small. I this mode the client itself has the required location
information whereas in the other modes the client requests the
data location information from the broker. The effective read
bandwidth shown is calculated using the request time and the file
size. The request time is the sum of the time of the connection
to the broker and the decision-making to select the appropriate
replicas. The request time affects the 2 broker-based modes. The
high influence of the request time due to the low file size means
that the best option to read low-size files is to use the random
mode.
The 100 MB read operation performance in random mode has
a high average read bandwidth compared to the 10 MB case.
I/O operations in random mode benefit from the parallel access if several resources are randomly selected, whereas only one
resource is used in best resource mode, limiting its performance.
Regarding the two proposed decision-based modes, which represent the fundamental contribution of this paper, the average read
bandwidths of both modes are very close because there are several
suitable combinations for this file size in which the bandwidths are
not saturated during a long time.
The 1 GB read operation bandwidth in each mode is noticeably
different. The random mode client is clearly penalized because it is
equally likely to select either the best or the worst resources. On
the other hand, both proposed decision-based mode approaches
guarantee the use of optimal resources because decisions are
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with an increase in deviation. This is due to the fact that the grid
constantly changes, and the best possible performance that can be
obtained varies with time. The decision-based modes try to obtain
I* 0.6
the best performance at each moment, reflecting the variability of
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the grid infrastructure in their results. However, the deviation values observed are still very low (less than 0.7), guaranteeing a very
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*
stable service with substantially better performance than in the
m 0.2
random and best resource modes.
The increase in file size has an impact on service stability,
10 MB
100 MB
1GB
since resource selection is the key element of operation QpS. The
File Size
random and best resource modes generally provide poor results,
• Random • BestresourceD Decision • Prediction & Decision
with low dispersion but also low performance. These modes
fail to take advantage of the grid potential and present subFig. 5. Average read bandwidth standard deviation.
optimal solutions. Our decision-based proposals (both decision and
decision and prediction modes) show slightly higher dispersion
focused on obtaining high-performance. Thus, although the
due to the fact that they adapt to the grid variability and try
random mode client does not contact the broker, eliminating the
to achieve optimal performance in each situation. The slightly
extra overhead, it takes around 38% more time than decision mode higher deviation observed is still very low, guaranteeing a
client and around 46% time more than prediction and decision higher performance and stable operation, and therefore increasing
mode client. In the case of 1 GB read operations, the difference
QoS.
observed between the two decision-based modes is due to the
prediction enabling more constant data access in the long term. The
decision mode client is penalized by the grid changes because write 7. Related work
operations do not take into account the behavior prediction. The
The main difference between the work presented in this paper
prediction and decision mode client achieves an improvement of
around 10% with regard to the decision mode client. As in 10 MB and and the previous work done on data grids is the way write
100 MB file size accesses, the best resource mode obtains the worst operations are performed. In most systems, files are written locally
and once the write is completed the files are either sent to the
performance since clients only access a single grid resource. From a
server that will finally store them or replicated to the right places
general perspective, both decision-based modes (the fundamental
(according to the replication policies) [20-23]. Our proposal is
part of this contribution) obtain significantly better results.
based on providing efficient access to large volumes of data, such
When the file size is increased, the performance is significantly
improved by using the decision-based modes. The decision and as those stored in data grids. Therefore, it is necessary to enhance
prediction mode obtains the highest bandwidths for both read the quality of data services, writing data in those storage elements
that will offer high quality access when the file is to be read.
and write operations, with their transfer rates exceeding 25 MB/s
Although, as far as the authors are aware, no previous work
and 20 MB/s, respectively. These are higher than the theoretical
has followed the proposed approach, many projects have tried to
network transfer rate of every storage element of the grid testbed.
Despite obtaining slightly worse results than the decision and model grid resources to be able to make decisions on how and
prediction mode, the decision mode still presents an improvement where to replicate data. The first approach, widely used in grids,
is based on measured performance values. In these systems, the
over the other two mechanisms, proving that both key elements
load is measured once (peak value), periodically or every time
of the GAS framework (decision and prediction) are necessary to
an event occurs. This observed performance serves as the basis
obtain the highest performance.
for making decisions [21,24-26,22]. This approach is based on
These results show how the proposed techniques improve data
the
assumption that the future will be like the measured state,
access performance. However, to obtain quality of service a certain
i.e. that the system is somehow static. A second approach consists
bandwidth stability in all operations and the ability to adapt to
in modeling using analytical models [27-31]. Another family of
system changes have to be guaranteed. Not only the average
models is based on correlation between events. The idea is to be
bandwidth has to observed, but also the degree of dispersion of
able to predict events by its correlation to previous events [32]
the performance observed (how close each individual operation is
or workload characteristics [33]. As an evolution of these models,
to the average value). To provide a descriptor of this dispersion,
there have also been proposals going beyond building the model,
Fig. 5 shows the different read bandwidth standard deviations for
by checking the accuracy of the model and deciding to remodel
each client access mode and file size.
whenever needed [34]. The proposed models are not adequate for
In the case of small operations (10 MB), the dispersion is
our objective because they cannot predict the behavior at a given
negligible, with all deviation values less than 0.1 regardless of
time when this time is not known a priori, making it impossible to
the access mode. In this scenario the small file size and access
dynamically adapt to changes in the system behavior.
time make most read operations almost identical, regardless of the
Finally, the main cluster file systems that have autonomic
resource selected.
capabilities [35-39] need to be mentioned. Although these
In the 100 MB read access scenario higher deviations have been
file-systems have different target environments, they are the
observed, showing that in large I/O operations resource selection
precursors of autonomic storage for grid systems.
is a key factor. However, the dispersion observed is still very low,
between 0.2 and 0.3. The random mode presents a lower deviation
than both decision-based modes. If we consider again the data from
S. Conclusions and open issues
Fig. 4, showing that the random mode performance is clearly lower
than the other two mentioned, the conclusion is that this mode
Grids are highly complex systems. The autonomic framework
always produces low performance results. The best resource mode GAS has been designed and implemented to manage this
brings up the rear, with even lower performance and a deviation
complexity, enhancing the quality of data storage services. Firstly,
similar to the decision-based modes.
GAS allows the system to adapt its behavior facing environment
changes. Additionally, it adjusts internal parameters to improve
The 1 GB scenario shows that the significant performance imthe QoS of the overall system and the decision-making processes.
provement obtained by the decision-based modes is concomitant
0.8

This paper describes in depth all the required phases to provide
autonomic features: monitor, analyze and plan. The analyze and
plan phases are based on data analysis, Markov chain-based
prediction and decision-making, whereas the monitoring phase is
provided by GMonE, a proposed set of services for GAS designed
to work together and intended to provide a complete monitoring
infrastructure for the grid.
The use of GAS provides substantial benefits both in the areas of
data access performance and, most importantly, quality of service.
These benefits have been observed in real experimental scenarios,
further validating the scientific contribution of this autonomic
framework. Additionally, the decision and prediction techniques
here presented are based on an enhanced Markov chain model, an
extension of traditional Markov chain models that addresses the
special needs of grid resource behavior modeling.
There are, however, pending tasks to be considered for possible
future work. GAS is a broker-based solution, which means that
every client query is first submitted to the broker, thus making
it a central element (creating a single point of failure). To address
this problem, GAS could evolve into a distributed architecture
using a distributed database, thus allowing more efficiency,
availability, scalability and fault tolerance. Furthermore, although
the prediction phase is relatively short, scalability is a crucial
feature since there could be thousands of storage elements in
a grid. Thus, an alternative could be to move the prediction
capabilities to the server-side and analyzing the possible benefits
and drawbacks.
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